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           The Space Between Us 
 
    Jeff McMullen 
 
This is a story that you will rarely read on our front pages or see on television. 
 
In the heartland of our country, there is a genuine emergency that warrants the most 
urgent response.  
 
A modern plague of chronic illness is scything through several generations of Australian 
citizens. Syndrome X the doctors call it.  
It is literally a new Black Death. 
 
 A cluster of so-called ‘lifestyle illnesses’ including diabetes, end-state renal disease, 
strokes, hypertension and heart disease is felling Indigenous people at a terrifying rate. 
The story goes missing from our front pages and commercial television programs because 
of the space between us, the silent apartheid that is Australia’s most shameful and 
ignored narrative. 
 
From Central Australia to Arnhem Land, from Cape York all the way across the Top End 
to the Kimberley and the Pilbara, even among Indigenous communities in our cities and 
suburbs, Syndrome X is cutting the heart out of the world’s oldest continuous culture. 
 
When I visit the Jawoyn communities, down below Kakudu and to the east of Katherine, 
I am usually the oldest man in the street at 57. It is confronting. Nationwide about 45% of 
Aboriginal men will die before the age of 45.  About 34% of Aboriginal women will not 
reach that same early middle age. The median age at death in Jawoyn country is 46, as it 
is on Palm Island, one of the northern Queensland communities I went to last year.  
 
Most of us will have read extensive front-page stories about the Palm Island and Redfern 
riots. Remember the call for payback killings up north or the politician who said we 
should bulldoze Redfern?  There are relentless reports of division, conflict and hate. Look 
at just a few of The Australian newspaper’s headings in December 2004 : BLACKS 
DRAGGED ON LEASHES, PM’S BLACKS NOT THAT SORRY, SIT-DOWN CASH 
ENDS FOR BLACKS and WELFARE PLAN RACIST. 
 
The story, however, that best sums up the true state of black and white relations and the 
media’s attitude as well, was the Sydney Morning Herald’s, SPEAK OF THE REAL 
PAIN AND NO ONE LISTENS (1/12/04). Alan Ramsey’s column asked why so many 
newspapers and the ABC ‘s Kerry O’Brien fussed about Malcolm Turnbull’s maiden 
speech in Parliament? But on the same day, all major papers with the exception of The 
Melbourne Age, ignored Senator Aden Ridgeway’s grim and important words about high 
incarceration rates and the disproportionate number of Indigenous deaths in custody.  
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The truth is that many Australians have become desensitised to the suffering of 
Indigenous people and the media have not been able to convey the gathering momentum 
of this tragedy. We all live in a “Matrix of Self-Interest’. Life is good for most 
Australians. Most of us enjoy close to the world’s longest life expectancy and among the 
highest quality of life. Yet the Aboriginal narrative that we have been given for so long is 
all about hopelessness and despair. This is easy to ignore. We retreat into the Matrix and 
remain comfortably numb. 
 
In the remote Aboriginal communities there is a regular procession of funerals, a constant 
grieving. People die as relentlessly as if they are being put up against a wall and shot. For 
some years now I have been watching them fall. The bodies are riddled with not just one 
bullet, not just one chronic illness, but, as a nurse,Joy Pascal, told me in the small Jawoyn 
community of Wugularr, many Aboriginal people have two, three or even four chronic 
illnesses.  
 
I cannot think of this merely in medical statistics. These are people I know, Australian 
men, women and children dying years before the rest of us.  It is etched into my brain like 
the carvings on their tombstones :  we are letting some Australians die 20 to 25 years 
before the rest of us. Look closer at the graves. Can you see the National Epitaph we are 
offering Indigenous people? It says ‘these Australians are born in disadvantage and die 
that way’. 
 
In my own rolling thunder tour across this country for the last four years, trying to stir 
people to action, I have found that most audiences have not previously heard or read 
about the true scale of this health emergency in our own backyard. When I wrote lengthy 
features about Syndrome X  for The Australian Doctor magazine, the Aboriginal and 
Islander Health Worker Journal  and others,  the feedback from Universities and medical 
professionals made me realise how disconnected most of this country is from the scale of 
the Indigenous health emergency. I have given interviews and discussed the crisis with 
journalists, including some from the finest television programs. Yes it is distressing, most 
would say, but television audiences have had enough of this misery, one grim story after 
another. How can they change the minds of people who share the dangerous 
misconception that nothing can be done to prevent the slow, painful death of so many of 
our 460,000 Indigenous citizens? 
 
The truth is that most of the appallingly early deaths among the First Australians are the 
result of treatable and preventable illnesses. Yet we don’t hear many members of 
Parliament giving speeches about Syndrome X and we rarely see it thoughtfully explored 
in the media. A notable exception was Nicholas Rothwell’s excellent Inquirer series in 
The Australian several years ago. Perhaps because Rothwell was a new arrival to this 
country he saw it with a fresh, honest perspective and his powerful reporting conveyed 
the urgent need for action to check this plague of chronic illness. 
 
Why aren’t we marshalling the same determined nation-wide response to Syndrome X  
that we have shown to our neighbours after the Tsunami disaster? Isn’t this a legitimate 
question for Government and Media? After the Tsunami the media connected us to the 
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suffering and loss experienced by our neighbours. We ‘recognized’ each child searching 
for a mother, each grieving parent. When informed about the scale of the devastation, 
people acted from the head and the heart, sending a clear signal to the Government. Our 
Prime Minister then took the most inspired and wisely calculated decision of his time in 
power, committing our wealth and expertise to long term support of our needy 
neighbours in Indonesia. I have no doubt that Australians are capable of the effort to 
reach those here at home whose lives are as bleak as those devastated by the Tsunami. If 
Government and Media can put Syndrome X  on the national agenda, up there with 
challenges like terrorism and water shortages, then there will be action. 
  
When Ian Thorpe came with me to the Northern Territory in 2003 to visit some of the 
poorest and sickest remote communities he made some headlines.  Australia’s young 
champion was disturbed and challenged by the state of separation he discovered. He had 
seen poverty in other nations but it was the sheer inequity he was seeing in a country as 
rich as ours that made no sense.  
 
After the Sydney Olympics Ian set up his Fountain for Youth Trust to try to improve 
health and nutrition for all Australian children. In the Jawoyn communities he saw babies 
that were not thriving, many children stunted and malnourished and countless others that 
could not hear him.  
 
I pointed out that over 80 per cent of the Jawoyn children (about 25% nationwide) had 
serious hearing impediments caused by ‘glue ear’, otitis medea, a simple infection that 
when neglected from infancy can lead to perforated ear drums and one of the biggest 
learning disabilities.  These children would never clearly hear a teacher standing at the 
blackboard.  
 
“What can we do to help?” was Ian’s response. After listening to Aboriginal people he 
raised his voice and asked our nation to face the truth. He has gone on trying to talk about 
these issues on radio and to newspapers.  
 
Why is it so hard for people to focus on this crisis in our own backyard? Why can’t we 
recognise that Aboriginal people are quite possibly facing their most serious health threat 
since the arrival of European born diseases over two centuries ago? My answer is that 
there is still that space between us. To deal with this crisis we must end this state of 
separation and walk together towards the solutions.  
 
The first major misconception that Government leaders and media should quickly dispel 
is that this plague of chronic illnesses among Indigenous people is the result of a ‘genetic 
flaw’, a ‘weak gene’ or some other variation of this convenient and racist excuse for us 
failing to deal with this health emergency. Thirty years ago as I filmed for Four Corners 
in  America’s First Nations I heard similar claims that the diabetes and kidney disease 
among Native Americans also were the result of a ‘weak gene’. The truth is far more 
provocative.  
 
A combined American-Australian Research team * from Monash University, Menzies 
School of Health Research in the Northern Territory and the University of Mississippi 
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has done extensive autopsies on the kidneys of whites, Afro-Americans, Native 
Americans and Indigenous Australians. They discovered that there is a common link 
among many people with fatal kidney and heart disease. It crosses over races but it 
hovers around poverty. The common link is being born a low birth-weight baby. 
 
What the American and Australian researchers have confirmed is that the lower a baby’s 
birth-weight, the fewer nephrons there will be in that tiny kidney. These are the parts that 
process sugars. After birth you don’t catch up on nephrons. The hand you are dealt is 
what you must get through life with and if you have too few nephrons they try to 
overcompensate. If an Aboriginal child has poor nutrition as so many do, and especially 
if they become obese as a result of this bad diet and lack of affordable healthy food, there 
is a greatly increased risk of scarring and subsequent kidney failure, as well as high blood 
pressure and heart disease. Surely here is the key to unlock the mystery of Syndrome X ?   
 
The story missing on our front pages and television screens is that while Australians 
export food to the world we have real hunger in our own backyard.  In numerous remote 
communities I see Aboriginal children wandering out of school to go looking for food to 
fill their rumbling stomachs. Damper, made from ration-sized sacks of flour and barrels 
of sugar is the staple many survive on. Poverty, poor health services, minimal education 
and a lack of affordable, nutritious food have together created a Third World level of 
malnutrition and wretched health among young Indigenous mothers who are giving birth 
to dangerously low birth-weight babies at double the national average. 
 
 These dangers are made worse by the harmful effects of smoking and drinking. The 
Aboriginal Professor Ted Wilkes and Dr Fiona Stanley report in their landmark Western 
Australian assessment of Aboriginal health* that 49 per cent of Indigenous mothers 
smoked through pregnancy and 23 per cent continued to drink alcohol. The QUIT 
campaign obviously has never reached them or it has been virtually ignored.  
 
The media and Government could combine to help Aboriginal people shape a new and 
effective health message that smoking and drinking will not only reduce their chances of 
good health but also their children’s. Are we trying hard enough to educate the young 
when so many Aboriginal babies, even in utero, have kidneys and hearts programmed for 
failure? 
 
Syndrome X is undoubtedly the result of many decades of neglect, lack of education and 
inequity. It is the diseases of poverty like scabies that make this epidemic of so-called 
‘lifestyle illnesses’ so much worse for Indigenous people. Untreated skin sores, 
pyoderma, allow streptococcal infections to invade the body. This in turn can lead to the 
very high rates of chronic renal failure among Aboriginal people and the world’s highest 
incidence of acute rheumatic fever.   
 
Have you ever seen a child with acute rheumatic fever? Maybe not, because it was 
mopped up in our cities decades ago. I witnessed an Aboriginal girl pushed in a stroller 
with her joints all swollen and rheumatic fever raging. She had no treatment and yet this 
is another entirely treatable and preventable disease. Monthly injections of penicillin cost 
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only a few cents per dose. But when not treated rheumatic fever can attack that child’s 
heart valves and heart muscles, causing permanent, life-threatening heart damage. This is 
how Syndrome X does it’s deadly job, one illness intersects with another, and then 
another, until there is a sickening implosion, with thousands dying prematurely. 
 
Are we going to just turn away from our own crime of silence or apathy so that by the 
end of this century the world may look back at our generation and wonder scornfully why 
we did so little when the oldest continuous culture on earth was so sick at heart? No! We 
must keep repeating that we have all the resources and talent needed to offer an equal 
opportunity for health to the ten thousand Indigenous children that will be born this year. 
But to do this we must make First Nation Building our first priority. At the moment, the 
First Australians are thought of last.  
 
When I was making films among America’s First Nations people in the 1970’s their life-
expectancy lagged a dozen years behind that of whites*. Today it is only 3.5 years 
behind. While racism and inequality undoubtedly remain, there has been extraordinary 
progress. It challenges us to understand why Australia’s Indigenous people have been 
falling back, so far behind that according to the United Nations, our First Australians 
have the second worst quality of life on earth, behind only the most impoverished rural 
Chinese.  
  
There is other progress that we have not come close to matching. Canada, New Zealand 
and parts of Europe all have steadily improved Indigenous health over the past decade. It 
is revealing to see that the Saami of Norway, Sweden and Finland, who for so long were 
harshly discriminated against in those Nordic countries, today enjoy the same life-
expectancy as the rest of their countrymen. If you go to Brazil you see the other end of 
the spectrum.  
 
The Amazonian Indigenous people have dwindled from an estimated five million when 
the Portuguese arrived to just 200,000 today. The gap between the rich and the poor in 
that huge nation is among the most extreme on earth. As a consequence, the biggest killer 
is unchecked disease.  
 
If we understood these global patterns of illness we would be more confident as a Nation 
about what can be done to match the real progress made overseas. Governments and 
media have failed to tell the Australian public about the very hopeful strategies pursued 
overseas, like the many success stories reported by Professor Stephen Cornell and the 
Harvard Project on American Indian Economic Development.*  
 
 My own blue-print for action recognizes one very strong principle underlying this 
overseas success. We must listen to Indigenous voices if we are to overcome an 
Indigenous Health Crisis. 
 
In an interview with the ABC’s Lateline program during the last federal election, the 
Prime Minister, John Howard commented that “when you listen to remarks of people like 
Noel Pearson and you hear their solutions in areas such as the Cape, you begin to 
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understand that if communities are given the power to run their own affairs and to impose 
their own internal disciplines you will, over time, see an enormous improvement.” We 
should remember the Prime Minister’s words and remind his Government of them. The 
media must now report with far greater care and sensitivity the efforts by Government 
and Indigenous leaders to build an improved relationship post-ATSIC. There will be 
differences but these do not have to be portrayed in hateful or racist terms. 
 
An essential feature of the progress made overseas in Indigenous health has been an 
improved relationship with Federal Governments and a considerable degree of local input 
on health policy and Indigenous management of health services. It is not yet clear how 
successful the Australian Government will be in creating the proposed new Indigenous 
Co-ordination Centres to unify the work of so many different agencies operating in 
remote and regional areas.  The media should be more actively reporting the opinions and 
determined efforts by so many Indigenous people around the country to improve health, 
housing, education and family violence.  
 
Australia’s Father of Reconciliation, Patrick Dodson, says that ultimately only the most 
urgent Government action and investment can change the inequality that has created 
this health tragedy. Unfortunately many Australians believe that we have already spent 
too much and if Aborigines are dying, it must be their own fault. The Government and 
media share some responsibility here because both have largely ignored the Australian 
Medical Association’s regular report cards on the devastating under-funding of 
Aboriginal communities in primary health care.  
 
Admittedly there are some quite confusing and conflicting assessments of spending on 
Aboriginal Australians. Professor Ian Anderson of Melbourne University argues that over 
the lifetime of Indigenous patients slightly more is spent on their health than on non-
Indigenous Australians.  However, according to Access Economics, Indigenous 
Australians are under-funded in primary health care to the tune of $452 million dollars a 
year. The picture is clearer when we look closer at the patients. 
 
Shane Houston, Assistant Secretary of the Northern Territory Office of Aboriginal 
Health, wrote in a study with Professor Gavin Mooney, that Aboriginal patients are five 
times sicker than the rest. Clearly out of fairness to these patients we must invest in 
proportion to their illnesses. Would any of us deny the need for more spending on one of 
our children whom was far sicker than our other children? 
 
To sum up, it appears that Aboriginal patients are severely under-funded in primary 
health care where prevention surely must start. Only when they are chronically ill, carried 
to hospital or put on costly renal dialysis at about $100,000 per year does the spending 
catch up. By then of course it is too late. This is why they are dying twenty to twenty-five 
years before the rest of us.  
 
It took a singular act of courage and conviction, Michael Long’s walk to Canberra, to 
focus national media interest on the possibilities of making a more determined effort to 
deal with this Indigenous crisis. When Aboriginal elders joined him in the Prime 
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Minister’s office it became clear that this ‘Long Walk’ had saved the process of 
Reconciliation from near-exhaustion. The next day, Noel Pearson and Patrick Dodson 
chose respected Editor-at- Large of The Australian, Paul Kelly, to report accurately and 
with insight their unified call for a new dialogue with John Howard, based upon the 
principle of ‘mutual obligation’ or ‘reciprocity’ in Indigenous custom. ABC Television’s 
The Insiders  followed up the story with the Prime Minister welcoming this “broader 
embrace of the notion of mutual obligation by Aboriginal leaders”. The media, for once, 
was breathing oxygen into Reconciliation rather than suffocating it with predictable 
stories of conflict.  
 
Most reporters covered this new episode of race relations with respect and subtlety, Tony 
Stephens thoughtfully observing in the Sydney Morning Herald that  “black and white 
leaders know too well the false dawns”. If there were more opportunities like this for 
dialogue in Canberra, more genuine media appreciation of the depths of sadness and 
seriousness expressed in Michael Long’s determined walk and more reporting that 
acknowledges the importance and quality of Indigenous input into the discussion of 
solutions, there would be stronger belief that we can stop Syndrome X  in its tracks. 
 
Isn’t this our challenge as a nation? Isn’t it time to bring down the barbed wire and close 
this space between us? Then we can write a very different story on our front pages, about 
how Australia defeated the plague within our borders. Syndrome X  is not about US and 
THEM. This story is about the future of our children, all of them.  
 
Jeff McMullen is a Director (gratis) of Ian Thorpe’s Fountain for Youth Trust 
PO Box 402 Manly NSW 1655. Tel 02-8966 9422. 
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